Dear Editor;

Analysis of the phenylalanine hydroxylase gene (PAH; McKusick 261600) gene in different populations has revealed more than 320 different mutations associated with phenylketonuria (PKU). One of these mutations, IVS10nt546, results in severe PAH deficiency due to defective mRNA splicing. It accounts for about 40 percent of all mutant alleles in Turkish and between 10 to 20 percent of all mutant alleles in Spanish, Italian, Sicilian, and Bulgarian populations [1-6]. This allele is rare in Western Europe and is mostly absent in northern and eastern European populations [1, 7].

Analysis of variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) polymorphism linked to the IVS10nt546 mutation in Turkey, Israel, Italy, Spain, Germany, Switzerland and Denmark showed that in these populations the IVS10nt546 mainly linked to allele VNTR with 7 repeat (based on 252 observed IVS10nt546) [1, 3-5]. However, only in cases from Italy the mutant allele was linked with VNTR8 [1, 5]. Unfortunately, there is no information about the frequency of IVS10nt546 and its linkage(s) with VNTR alleles in Iranian populations.

We extracted genomic DNA from patient’s leukocytes and used for PCR. Mutation analysis on 8 PKU patients, showed 5 alleles of IVS10nt546 in 3 patients (two patients were homozygous and one patient was heterozygous for the IVS10nt546 allele). Interestingly, all of these alleles were linked with 8 repeats of VNTR. Although the sample size was small, it is suggested that the IVS10nt546 allele linked to VNTR8 have high frequency in Iranian PKU patients.

In European populations from 252 observed IVS10nt546 alleles, only in 3 cases from Italy the mutant allele was linked with VNTR8 [1, 5]. Fisher’s exact two-tailed test showed the statistically significant difference for the frequency of IVS10nt546-VNTR8 between Iranian and European PKU patients (P = 0.0000013). Therefore, our results revealed that Iranian population has similarity with Turkish population for high frequency of IVS10nt546 allele, but there is a remarkable difference for linkage of VNTR alleles and IVS10nt546 between Iran and Turkey. The high difference of a PAH gene mutation linked with a specific repeat of VNTR in an Iranian population compared with European populations, is probably a reflection of the complex demographic history of Iran at the crossroad of prehistoric and historical demographic in this area. However, more data are needed to discuss about the geographical distribution and origin of the IVS10nt546-VNTR8.
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